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Second East Coast Pedalers "Waldingfield Wander" July 10th, 2011.
Asomewhat depleted field of Pedalers, but fortunately we had two visitors from Hertfordshire, the two Petes - Lawson and Smith made the
long trip to join us.
Despite the village hall still not being finished - it was work in process when we attended last year, and the decorators were painting whilst we
were there ! - Maureen and Daphne still managed to lay on a good spread of refreshments for the early arrivals, their spouses Alan and Geoff
had prepared a great route for the run, although it became obvious as we made our way around that Geoff is a capable Trials rider as he was
the only one to get a "clean" on a tricky downhill section !! I now realised why he had an expression of relief when I turned up on the Track
Spare Novio ; as there was no way I would have got my Sidecar outfit around the course !!!
A nice lunch was enjoyed at the Lamarsh Lion half way stop, made even better as the staff had changed hands and the pub is now run by a
very attractive all female team !! A straightforward ride back; but our latest member Jake had to get a ride back in the recovery vehicle - driven
by the versatile Maureen - as his scooter steadfastly refused to fire up on leaving the pub... Back at the hall further refreshments were laid on,
which we all tucked into before saying our farewells and heading off home before the promised rain arrived.
Our thanks to Maureen, Daphne, Alan & Geoff for a very enjoyable day.
Riders were : Alan Bloys - Super Moby, Pete Smith - Honda PC50, Peter Lawson - Flandria, Brian Barley - Tomos, Jake Cox - Baotian, Geoff
Daw - Garelli Bimatic, Carl Squirrell - "Track spare" Honda Novio.
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Pete's Honda PC50 on the back of his car - note the registration !

Peter Lawson's unrestored Flandria

our latest recruit - 16 year old Jake

Moby, Tomos & Baotian

Two machines ridden to the event: Track Spare Honda Novio total miles 98.5, Garelli
total miles 30 (Geoff lives 1/2 mile from the starting point !!!)

Jake " do you old boys do this every weekend ? Get a life !!! "
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Almost as rare as a Flandria, where was Clarkson !!!

another one to add to "The East Coast Pedalers Good Pub Guide " !!!
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